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Fed Credibility is seriously at stake, and the only way to get it back is getting the job done.

J-Pow is going to cause a serious recession - are you ready?

• Bond investors have made up their mind: the Fed can change the Dot Plot all they want, but at this point in

the cycle there is no chance they’ll be able to keep rates above 5% for the entire 2023.

• Left chart shows market-implied Fed Funds (blue) for 2023 implying net interest rate cuts towards the 4%

area while the Fed Dot Plot (orange) points to further hikes above 5% and a long pause. But, traders are

pricing YoY CPI at 2.5% on only 8 months from now (today’s ~7%).

• Bond market understands that if you tighten financial conditions like hell, and keep doing so by ignoring all

forward-looking indicators you will definitely succeed in slowing down inflation; but you’ll cause recession.

• Powell won’t even consider risking a premature loosening of financial conditions, as the experience from

the ‘70s strongly cautions against that. That literally means he’ll be watching the US walk into a

recession and stubbornly keep monetary policy very tight hence further exacerbating the problem.

• Latest US CPI release materially surprised on downside: Inflation rose way below expectations of 65 out of

67 economists surveyed by Bloomberg. But, Fed is still hawkish….Why? Ex-housing core services - stickiest

inflationary components that Fed can directly influence via weaker labor market (lower wages) is still hot!!

https://www.linkedin.com/in/pine-tree-macro-952b86238/
https://twitter.com/home
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Brazil stocks came under pressure in the last few days. This was the country with highest real rates,

expected beneficiary of the commodity cycle and expected to start rate cut by next year.

So what happened to the Equity markets...

Political Instability!!! Beyond macroeconomics, capital flow another important determinant while

investing in developing/emerging countries is political stability
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Bond Market and Fed are not on the same page. The 10-year yield is breaking down from its 2022 uptrend

line. Will this be a headwind for stock markets? (Source: Game of Trades)

Something unusual happened in markets last seen in 1997. As S&P 500 finished UP 1.4% VIX

closed 9.5% higher. Does this mean while S&P is cheering weaker CPI and lower hike; however,

VIX is worried about upcoming earnings reason? Lets watch...

(Source: Quantifiable Edges)
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Investors expect government bonds to be the best performing asset in 2023. This is driven by peak Inflation

expectations along with last leg of rate hiking cycle before Fed starts cutting rates in 2nd half of 2023.

But this time is different!!!

What if US corporates see earnings recession..which drives tax receipts down...which increases fiscal deficit

and in turn UST issuance and USD strength!!!! Remember this time foreigners are net sellers in USTs and this

likely could out pressure on rates...which could mean Negative returns for those government debts....
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Pine Tree Macro Pvt Ltd (“Pine Tree”): This information provided is for the exclusive and

confidential use of the addressee only. Any distribution, use or reproduction of this information

without the prior written permission of Pine Tree is strictly prohibited. The information and any

material provided in this document or in any communication containing a link to Pine Tree’s

website is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or

country where such distribution or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would

subject Pine Tree to any registration requirement within such jurisdiction or country. Neither the

information, nor any material or opinion contained in this document constitutes a solicitation or

offer by Pine Tree or its, directors and employees to buy or sell any securities, futures, options or

other financial instruments or provide any investment advice or service. We do not represent that the

information and any material provided on this website is accurate or complete. Pine Tree makes

every effort to use reliable, comprehensive information; but makes no representations or warranties,

express or implied or assumes any liability for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any

information contained in this document. All investments are subject to market risks. In no event will

Pine Tree or its directors and employees be liable for any damages including without limitation

direct or indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages, losses or expenses arising out of and

in connection with this website, or in connection with any failure of performance, error, omission,

interruption, defect, delay in operation or transmission, computer virus or system failure.


